Iridized tiles present a rainbow array
of colors, highlighted here with amber
dichroic.

Backsplash mural evokes autumnal
beauty in the midst of mountains, woods
and streams.

Focal point at culinary instruction center
features Adagio amber dichroic 3" tiles in
polished white onyx (inset).

Kitchen backsplash mural. Kitchen includes matching accent tiles and more
than 70 knobs and pulls.

Adagio Rhapsody A03R6 accent tiles add
dollops of color around the kitchen in this
stone backsplash.

Custom-created tiles have a bamboo motif.
Exaggerated grout lines evoke shoji-screen
pattern of overhead skylight.

See more photos and information about Adagio products on our web site,
www.adagioartglass.com. It’s just a click away!
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“Arroyo” 2x2 tile adds subtle ﬂecks of color to
black with iridized pebbles in a smooth ﬁeld.
Available in a wide variety of colors and sizes
as tiles, knobs and pulls.

Adagio wall sconce lighting

Adagio knobs and pulls

Dramatic lighting to complement Adagio tiles or stand alone

“Custom” style sconce light

“Custom” in red

Adagio hand-made sconce lights can
match or complement any of our tile
designs.

"Painted" style

Glass curves gracefully out from
wall, through frame, back down and
out again. Bright halogen bulb casts
colorful shadows on the wall while
lighting up the room. Fixture has
satin nickel finish, and is 7.5 inches
high. Glass is 12 to 13 inches wide.
May be mounted horizontally or
vertically.
We’ll be happy to work with your
designers and customers to create
stunning lighting, unique in the
world.

Every Adagio tile style is also available as a knob
or pull. Standard knobs are 1.5" square. Matching
pulls are usually 1" high and 5" wide, with 3" centers
between bases. Other sizes are available on request.
We will custom-design knobs and pulls for the size,
color and style you need. Above: The Expanded
Knobs, Pulls & Inserts display board shows one style
from each of all eight Adagio collections.

Eleven-knob boards present 44 styles of knobs mounted on
attractive quarter-inch-thick white acrylic.

Five styles of knob and
pull bases are available.
Antique brass (top, center) is standard. Others
are oil-rubbed bronze,
satin nickel, polished
brass and chrome.

Rhapsody A03G3

Indigo Fantasia

Rhapsody A03A1
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Custom and special designs happen to be our
forte.

Adagio fused glass knobs and pulls add delight to any room.
Shown here: A05A1 pull and two knobs.
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Coastal Colors

Inspired by the art deco colors of old Miami, the
Coastal Colors collection is bright and fanciful,
and includes some of our most popular styles.The
iridized glass in A04Q1 may vary in color from
green to gold, purple, blue.

Moments

All styles may include ﬁred-on copper swirls.
When Moments are ordered as knobs, we
replace the opaque white base with clear.

Adagio Fantasia collection
Expanded Fantasia color palette includes dichroic colors (priced as Rhapsody Dichroic). All of
the tile colors are available in any size and shape and in any colors found in the other Adagio
collections. Fantasia Rhapsody style, shown upper right, is available in all colors as well.
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Rhythms
Includes six textures: Droplets, Ripplets, Vibrato, Strata,
Liquidity—a layer of colored glass under two layers of clear,
and Partita, each available in a wide variety of colors, including dichroic colors (bottom left three tiles).

Amber Accents
Please note that the iridized glass (included
in all but three of the tiles above) may vary
in color from green to gold, purple, blue.
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Adagio Arroyo collection
A clean, smooth surface with a striking linear pebbly texture, like dry creek beds cutting through
the desert. Comes in a wide variety of colors and all sizes and shapes as well as knobs and pulls.
Includes all the colors of the Rhythms collection plus two new ones shown here—Light Amber and
Peacock Blue, now also available in all other Adagio collections.

Adagio Rhapsody collection
Whether as accents for granite, marble, onyx, travertine or ceramics, or as focal points for a
stunning installation, Adagio tiles offer an exquisite alternative and ideal complement for all
tiling needs. All of our tile designs are available in an inﬁnite variety of sizes, shapes and even
color combinations.
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Adagio Glitterati collection
Add sparkle to any kitchen or bath with truly unique Glitterati tiles from Adagio Art Glass.
Available with or without the dichroic topknot en pointe, and in a nearly inﬁnite variety of
colors, these tiles are not designed to be cut, so be sure to order the exact sizes needed for
your application.
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